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ABSTRACT
Largely driven by the widespread interest in using UML, signif-
icant efforts have investigated how to formalize its semantics in
terms of well-defined target languages. Associating target language
specifications with the UML models enables automated analysis
of its many graphical diagrams. Unfortunately, UML formaliza-
tions have proved difficult to completely automate. This paper
posits that UML formalization is essentially a traceability problem,
which means to rigorously link elements of a given UML diagram
to relevant regions of code in a given target model according to
the intended formalization semantics. We present a graph-theoretic
model for formally defining this link-retrieval problem. We also
introduce a framework for assessing whether a UML formalization
is amenable to efficient link retrieval techniques without sacrificing
precision and/or recall.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been significant interest in UML formalization,
which associates formal semantics with UML [15, 19], thereby en-
abling rigorous analysis of its many graphical diagrams. Central
to formalization approaches is the use of formalization rules to
relate UML models to models in some formal specification lan-
guage, such as Promela [8, 16] or SMV [13]. Formalization rules
describe how a UML feature (or combination of features) mani-
fests in target-model code [2, 10, 11, 14, 20, 22]. Unfortunately,
while rules tend to be generative in nature, most approaches can-
not be sufficiently automated to the point of being able to generate
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target models from arbitrary UML models. Consequently, a human
designer must maintain both the source and target models.

We contend that the resulting traceability problem is inherent to
the use of UML (at least the behavioral diagrams) with respect to
its numerous formal interpretations. To this end, we have been
investigating the design of traceability tools to support UML in
high-assurance domains, such as embedded and concurrent sys-
tems. This paper outlines the general problem of establishing fine-
grained links between UML features and precise regions of target-
model text. We also contribute a framework for understanding
when a given formalization is “sufficiently defined” to enable the
automated retrieval of links. It is worth noting that we are not ad-
dressing the maintenance of links in this paper.

This paper describes more precisely the nature of the traceabil-
ity problem between UML diagrams and target models. As noted
in [4], links in this domain are inherently one-to-many and must
relate source and target entities at a fine level of granularity. This
paper contributes a formal definition of the link-retrieval problem,
using concepts from graph theory, with some modifications to ac-
count for special characteristics of UML to target model traceabil-
ity.

2. CHALLENGES IN VERIFYING UML
FORMALIZATIONS

Previously [4], we defined two categories of problems that we be-
lieve are inherent to software development tasks that attempt to use
both UML modeling and formal behavioral analysis (e.g., reacha-
bility analysis and temporal-logic model checking) in a coordinated
fashion. Verification problems refer to the need to check consis-
tency among extant artifacts. Assume, for example, that a designer
constructs a collection of UML state diagrams and a Promela spec-
ification that is meant to define the composition of these diagrams.
Then the verification problem is to decide if the latter conforms to
the former according to a given formalization. A more subtle prob-
lem concerns the validation of a given UML formalization with
respect to the requirements of some application domain. For ex-
ample, if a tool exists to automatically generate code from UML
diagrams, how can potential clients check that the design decisions
embodied in the tool are appropriate for their application domain of
interest? (See [4] for an elaboration of the verification and the val-
idation problems.) This paper proposes traceability techniques to
support verification tasks; however, we expect the techniques will
also support validation tasks.

To motivate the traceability techniques that support verification tasks,
it is important to understand how verification problems arise and
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why we expect them to be so prevalent in efforts that employ UML
formalizations. Applications of UML formalizations involve three
different kinds of artifacts: source UML diagrams, formalization
rules, and target models that are intended to denote the meaning
of the diagrams under formalization. In an ideal world, the rules
would completely and unambiguously specify the translation of
arbitrary UML diagrams into target-model code. Unfortunately,
despite numerous attempts, formalizations that are based on rules
with these critical properties have yet to emerge. Users of for-
malizations must therefore maintain two distinct artifacts (i.e., the
source diagram and the target model) that relate to one another in
complex ways that are not clearly defined. Checking conformance
between these artifacts in the face of this uncertainty is the verifi-
cation problem.

Having clarified how verification problems arise, we now explain
why we expect them to be so prevalent. Clearly, if the rules were
sufficiently unambiguous and complete, the verification problems
would disappear. We contend that this is unlikely to happen be-
cause of fundamental impedance mismatches between UML and
target languages.1 Impedance mismatches arise when concepts that
are native and explicit in UML are not directly expressible in a
given target language. For example, UML state diagrams define hi-
erarchical states and transitions. By contrast, the states and transi-
tions that can be expressed directly using Promela do not have this
property. Consequently, a formalization developer must translate
each instance of a UML state or transition into a pattern of target-
language features, which collaborate to simulate the intended be-
havior of the state or transition. Unfortunately, it is very difficult
to design these patterns to compose in the way that their corre-
sponding UML features compose. This characteristic is typical of
an impedance mismatch.

Sadly, other characteristics of development efforts that employ UML
formalizations may exacerbate the degree of impedance mismatch.
For example, efforts that analyze target models using exhaustive
methods—such as temporal-logic model checking—may impose
strict constraints on the form of the target models to avoid state ex-
plosion. Such constraints could prevent the formalization designer
from encoding the source features in ways that facilitate compo-
sition on the grounds that the additional “composition infrastruc-
ture” incurs more state than is absolutely necessary. This concern
certainly contributes to the complexity of a formalization relation.
To summarize: Verification problems arise from impedance mis-
matches between UML and target languages. These mismatches
seem inherent to the problem and are exacerbated by additional
constraints, such as the need to minimize the size of target models
to avoid state explosion.

To make UML formalizations more amenable for practical use will
require tools and techniques to address the verification problem.
That is, the practical use of UML formalizations is inherently a
traceability problem. In prior work, we investigated an obstacle to
traceability called the code-distribution problem [4], which arises

1The term impedance mismatch was first used by the database com-
munity to explain the difficulty experienced when writing programs
that involve both relational database and programming-language
concepts [3]. Conceptually, an object in Smalltalk is similar to a
row in a table; however objects and rows are different enough that
there is no simple way to interpret an “object program” as a “row
program” or vice versa. The term has since been applied more gen-
erally to problems in software engineering, e.g., there is typically
an impedance mismatch between user-interface objects and the ap-
plication objects that they represent.

from impedance mismatches. The code-distribution problem oc-
curs in formalizations that simulate the behavior of UML features
using patterns of code that crosscut the modular structure of the
target language. For example, in the McUmber–Cheng formaliza-
tion into Promela, a UML transition that crosses the boundary of a
composite state manifests as a multi-process collaboration involv-
ing signal assignments and communication through queues [14].
To illustrate, consider an example UML state diagram (Figure 1)
and the Promela code (Figure 2) that conforms to it under the for-
malization of [14]. The transition on event f (from comp2 to five)
manifests as a collaboration involving the lines of code marked with
an asterisk in Figure 2, i.e., line 17 in a, lines 11 and 17 in b, and
lines 12, 19, and 27 in c. This code-distribution problem compli-
cates the discovery of traceability links because source entities may
link to multiple, spatially disparate, regions of target code. We now
explore this problem in more detail and describe a framework for
building tools to support exactly this sort of link discovery.
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two
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g
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Figure 1: An example UML state diagram. A transition is la-
beled by its event.

3. RATIONALE OF OUR APPROACH
To address the verification problem and make UML formalizations
more amenable for practical use, we have been investigating how
to establish traceability links between source and target models.
In order to facilitate the construction and evaluation of the links,
we take a graph-theoretic approach that views both the source and
the target models as labeled directed graphs, whose nodes are la-
beled with syntactic type information and other properties and cor-
respond to instances of UML features and target-language features,
respectively. For example, a node in a source model might be an
instance of a UML composite state or an event; whereas a node in
the corresponding target model might be an instance of a Promela
proctype definition. In this context, a traceability link connects
a node in a given source model to its manifestation (under formal-
ization) in the corresponding target model.

To establish a traceability link from a source node to one or more
target nodes, we first generate a candidate structure that purports
the meaning of the source node according to the formalization rules
and then check if this candidate appears in the target structure. If a
match can be found, then we report the existence of a link between
the source element and the occurrence of the candidate in the target
structure.

Checking if the candidate “appears” in the target graph means check-
ing for the existence of a subgraph of the target that is isomorphic
to the candidate. Subgraph isomorphism is a well-studied problem
in graph theory [6], and its complexity varies widely depending on
structural constraints of the graphs involved. Generally speaking,
the graph that represents the target model is a tree, specifically an
abstract syntax tree that represents the text of the target model itself.
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1 proctype comp1(mtype state)
2 {
...

13 /* Link to composite state comp2 */
14 to_comp2: comp2_pid = run comp2(msg);
15 wait??eval(comp2_pid),msg;
16 if

*17 :: msg == st_five -> goto five
18 fi;
19 exit: skip
20 }

a. Code generated for comp1 composite state
1 proctype comp2(mtype state)
2 {
...

8 /* State four */
9 four:

10 if
*11 :: atomic{comp1_q?[f] -> comp1_q?f};

wait!_pid,st_five; goto exit
12 fi;
13 /* Link to composite state comp3 */
14 to_comp3: comp3_pid = run comp3(msg);
15 wait??eval(comp3_pid),msg;
16 if

*17 ::msg == st_five -> wait!_pid,st_five; goto exit
18 ::msg == st_four -> goto four
19 fi;
20 exit: skip
21 }

b. Code generated for comp2 composite state
1 proctype comp3(mtype state)
2 {
...

8 /* State one */
9 one:

10 if
11 :: atomic{comp1_q?[e] -> comp1_q?e};

wait!_pid,st_four;goto exit
*12 :: atomic{comp1_q?[f] -> comp1_q?f};

wait!_pid,st_five;goto exit
13 :: atomic{comp1_q?[g] -> comp1_q?g};

wait!_pid,st_five;goto exit
14 fi;
15 /* State two */
16 two:
17 if
18 :: atomic{comp1_q?[e] -> comp1_q?e};

wait!_pid,st_four;goto exit
*19 :: atomic{comp1_q?[f] -> comp1_q?f};

wait!_pid,st_five;goto exit
20 :: atomic{comp1_q?[g] -> comp1_q?g}; goto three
21 fi;
22 /* State three */
23 three:
24 if
25 :: atomic{comp1_q?[h] -> comp1_q?h}; goto one
26 :: atomic{comp1_q?[e] -> comp1_q?e};

wait!_pid,st_four; goto exit
*27 :: atomic{comp1_q?[f] -> comp1_q?f};

wait!_pid,st_five;goto exit
28 fi;
29 exit: skip
30 }

c. Code generated for comp3 composite state

Figure 2: Promela code generated for composite states

By contrast, due to the code-distribution problem, the candidate
structure is often a forest of disconnected trees. Thus, checking if
a candidate structure appears in a target is equivalent to checking if
the target tree contains a subgraph that is isomorphic to this forest.

Regarding complexity: Polynomial time algorithms exist for check-
ing if a tree is isomorphic to a subgraph of another tree [17]; how-
ever, checking if a forest is isomorphic to a subgraph of a tree is
NP-complete [6]. The intractability of this subforest isomorphism
problem arises from the potential for multiple components in the
forest to be isomorphic to the same target subtree. For example,
suppose a candidate C comprises three component trees, c1, c2,
and c3, and that a target tree T contains two subtrees t1 and t2.
There may exist three subtree isomorphisms ∼=x , ∼=y , and ∼=z such
that c1

∼=x t1, c2
∼=y t2 , and c3

∼=z t2. However, there could be no
isomorphism between C and {t1, t2} as the former contains more
nodes than the latter.

As this example illustrates, the complexity arises from the existence
of multiple tree isomorphisms that map distinct components in the
forest to the same subtree of the target. If, somehow, we could
assume that there exists at most one tree isomorphism into any
given target subtree, then we could implement candidate match-
ing by a sequence of (independent) subtree isomorphism checks,
each of which could be computed efficiently. Unfortunately, it is
easy to find target subtrees that violate this assumption. Consider
a candidate C = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6} that is isomorphic to the
subgraph {t17a , t11b , t17b , t12c , t19c , t27c} of the target model de-
picted by the lines marked with an asterisk in Figure 2. Suppose
further that this isomorphism maps c5 to t19c and c6 to t27c . Be-
cause line 19c is syntactically identical to line 27c, there must exist
two distinct tree isomorphisms ∼=x and ∼=y such that c5

∼=x t19c
and c6

∼=y t19c , thus violating the assumption.

Subforest matching can be implemented efficiently for candidates
in which at most one component tree is isomorphic to any given tar-
get subtree. To enable matching in formalizations such as the one
underlying the code in Figure 2, we believe that a traceability tool
should label each candidate component with information about the
source feature(s) that led to its generation and then use this source
context to guide choices among otherwise equivalent target sub-
trees. For example, each line of code marked with an asterisk in
Figure 2 is traceable from different groups of features in the source
model. Line 19c can be traced from the transition on event f when
observed in the context of state two. In contrast, line 11b, contain-
ing the exact same text, can also be traced from this transition, but
when observed in the context of state four. Different contexts also
exist for lines 12c and 27c, both of which contain the exact same
target code text for the same transition. If the candidate component
that corresponds to line 19c were somehow labeled with its source
context, and if this context could be used to choose between the
target trees that implement lines 11b, 12c, 19c, and 27c, then we
could match the candidate efficiently.

4. FORMALIZATION FRAMEWORK
We believe it is possible to build robust and reusable traceability
tools based upon the idea of generating a candidate structure from
selected source features and then efficiently matching the candi-
date in the target tree. Indeed, our UBanyan tool [4] is a proof-
of-concept of this vision.2 What is less clear is how to incorporate

2In the name UBanyan, U stands for UML; Banyan is an East In-
dian fig tree. It can establish new roots from its branches, but it
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the notion of source context into these tools. Two key questions
are: (1) What exactly is source context, and how should it be rep-
resented in a traceability tool? (2) How can source context be used
to select among target entities? Starting with the second question:
It seems clear that to use information about the source model to
choose among entities in the target presumes that a formalization
preserves some aspects of the lexical and syntactic structure of the
source model in the target model.

We now attempt to precisely capture what it means for a formaliza-
tion to preserve the lexical and syntactic structure of a source model
in a target. Lexical structure is preserved through conventions for
deriving the names of target-model entities from the names of the
corresponding source entities. These conventions can be distilled
from a set of formalization rules. Understanding how syntactic
structure is preserved is more difficult.3 The compositional struc-
ture of a modeling notation is codified in a metamodel, i.e., a UML
class diagram that denotes and constrains the structure of models
in some notation. Figure 3 depicts (selected classes and associa-
tions of) the metamodel of the UML state diagram notation. In a
metamodel, the “syntactic structure” of a notation manifests as ag-
gregation relationships among the classes. So, for example, the ag-
gregates relation between CompositeState and StateVertex de-
notes that instances of the former comprise multiple instances of
the latter. Languages such as Promela also have a metamodel that
describes their compositional structure. In such a metamodel (not
depicted in this paper), classes such as Proctype aggregate classes
such as LabeledStatement.

We believe that traceable formalizations must exhibit a homomor-
phism property, according to which target sub-trees reflect the com-
positional structure of the source. Formalizations that satisfy the
homomorphism property identify certain target-metamodel classes,
whose aggregation structure reflects the compositional structure of
the source features that instances of these target classes denote.4

In our example formalization, each state s manifests as a labeled
statement which is defined in a proctype declaration that denotes
the composite state containing s . Thus, the distinguished target
classes are Proctype and LabeledStatement, which exhibit an
aggregates relationship that mirrors that between classes Compos-
iteState and StateVertex.

We have begun to make these observations more precise by for-
mally defining the notion of a metamodel homomorphism, which
is a relation that pairs source- and target-metamodel classes in a
way that preserves the structure of aggregation relations in both the
source and target metamodels. By codifying these assumptions, we
intend to define a set of conditions that a given UML formalization
must satisfy in order to be considered “traceable” and thus support-
able by UML traceability tools such as UBanyan. A highly elided
snippet of this formal model, specified in the Z notation [21], ap-
pears in Figure 4. It declares the homomorphism property as an in-
variant over a relation called mmodelHom , which a formalization

is always possible to trace the branches back to the original tree.
Sometimes the branching can become quite complex, but there is
always traceability.
3In fact, it is often not possible to completely ascertain this infor-
mation from a set of formalization rules.
4Clearly, not every target class will have this property. This prop-
erty will be stronger in some formalizations than it will in oth-
ers. Ideally, a formalization would preserve the structure of every
source operator, though in practice, we have yet to find an example
of this ideal formalization and believe that the graphical nature of
UML syntax precludes the existence of such a thing.

designer must provide with a given formalization. The invariant
references two other relations, srcAggregates and trgAggregates ,
which represent all of the aggregates relationships between classes
in the source and target metamodels respectively. It is worth noting
that mmodelHom is a relation instead of a function. The reason
is that because of impedance mismatches between the source and
the target languages, a target class may be used to implement more
than one source class. In our example formalization, the target class
LabeledStatement is used to implement two source classes, i.e.,
CompositeState and SimpleState.

In Z lingo, these three relations are introduced via a generic def-
inition, which is used to declare sets and relations whose defini-
tions can be instantiated over other sets, which are listed as param-
eters to the generic definition. Here, the generic parameters are
the sets SCLASS and TCLASS , which represent sets of source-
and target-metamodel classes respectively. When instantiated with
actual sets, such as the set of UML state-diagram metaclasses for
SCLASS and the set of Promela metaclasses for TCLASS , the
resulting relational definitions impose constraints over a formaliza-
tion that maps source-conforming models into target-conforming
models. In English, the invariant states:

For any two target metaclasses t1 and t2 upon which
the mmodelHom relation applies, if t1 aggregates t2
in the target metamodel, then there must exist two source
metaclasses s1 and s2, such that (1) s1 is in the rela-
tional image of t1 under mmodelHom; (2) s2 is in the
relational image of t2 under mmodelHom; and (3) s1
aggregates s2 in the source metamodel.

This invariant is intentionally loose in that it places no constraints
on metamodel classes that are not explicitly named in mmodelHom .
We have found this to be necessary to handle real UML formaliza-
tions, as we have yet to find a target language whose constructs
preserve the structure of all UML state-diagram features.

[SCLASS , TCLASS ]
mmodelHom : TCLASS ↔ SCLASS

srcAggregates : SCLASS ↔ SCLASS

trgAggregates : TCLASS ↔ TCLASS

∀ t1, t2 : dom(mmodelHom) •
trgAggregates(t1 , t2)
⇒
∃ s1, s2 : SCLASS |

(t1, s1) ∈ mmodelHom ∧
(t2, s2) ∈ mmodelHom •

srcAggregates(s1 , s2)

Figure 4: Requirements on UML formalizations

When a formalization preserves some aspects of the structure of
source models in conforming target models, it becomes feasible to
build tools that record source-model context in the generated can-
didate structures and then translate this source context into target
context (via the homomorphism) so as to choose from among oth-
erwise identical target subtrees. Our work to date has used this no-
tion of metamodel homomorphism to rigorously define notions of
source and target context, and we are exploring how these contexts
manifest in different UML formalizations. Our UML-to-Promela
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Figure 3: Excerpted metamodel for UML state diagram

formalization served as the testing ground for most of these ideas,
and we are currently extending UBanyan to represent the source
and target context needed to trace links in models that conform
under this formalization. One interesting point of comparison is
the UML-to-SMV formalization of Tanuan and Atlee [22]. This
formalization employs a radically different metamodel homomor-
phism, yet our early investigations lead us to believe that it is trace-
able.

5. OPEN ISSUES
We have presented UML formalization as a traceability problem,
where traceability links need to be constructed between source and
target models, according to formalization rules. We have described
how the link-retrieval problem can be reduced to a constrained sub-
forest isomorphism problem. Several open issues remain to be in-
vestigated to keep the approach tractable and practical to apply.

The most pressing open issue is whether we can devise efficient al-
gorithms and supporting tools to retrieve links with reasonable pre-
cision and recall rates. Precision and recall [5] are two commonly
used metrics to evaluate the utility of traceability techniques [1, 7,
12, 23, 18]. Precision is the percentage of correct links among the
retrieved links; whereas recall is the percentage of correct retrieved
links among correct links. The use of efficient candidate matching
algorithms will be prone to imprecision and low recall when a for-
malization cannot guarantee that at most one candidate subtree will
be isomorphic to any given target subtree. Consequently, a UML
traceability-tool framework cannot be safely instantiated with any
formalization that cannot be guaranteed to exhibit this property. We
believe our notion of metamodel homomorphisms, and the formal
traceability framework that features it, is a first step in making this
property checkable.

Previously, we developed a traceability approach called retrieval by
construction (RBC) [4]. RBC is implemented in a prototype tool
called UBanyan that provides forward traceability functionality for
an existing UML-to-Promela formalization [14]. Specifically, the
approach is built atop an object system that supports value iden-
tity [9], which guarantees the uniqueness of syntactically identical
structures. This property makes link retrieval efficient: In practi-
cal terms, attempting to create a tree that is syntactically identical

to an existing target subtree returns not a new tree but a pointer to
the existing one. Essentially, RBC implements a sequence of in-
dependent subtree isomorphism checks, with imprecision resulting
on candidates and targets for which there exist multiple tree isomor-
phisms into any given target subtree. To address the imprecision,
we began investigating how to encode some form of context in the
target model and in the procedures for constructing candidates, ef-
fectively labeling candidate and target nodes to mask away those
troublesome duplicate tree isomorphisms.

Our current ongoing work is to investigate how to systematically
integrate the contextual encoding ideas from the formal framework
into RBC in order to retrieve only the correct links, thereby improv-
ing the precision of the approach. Furthermore, it is also interesting
to quantify the utility of contexts by comparing the precision and
recall rates with or without the use of contextual encodings. Below
is a list of other open issues to be investigated.

As discussed earlier, the homomorphism property of UML formal-
izations enables us to bring in the idea of contextual encoding in
the candidate and the target in order to retrieve links efficiently
and correctly. Different UML formalizations will have their own
unique manifestation of the homomorphism property, and thus lead
to different constraints imposed on the candidate forest, the target
tree, and the contextual encoding. We will investigate the trade-
offs between the various constraints in terms of their impact on the
precision/recall rates and link-retrieval efficiency.

In general, state-of-the-art UML formalization approaches specify
the rules informally. Each informal rule includes a prose descrip-
tion for the conditions under which to apply the rule, and snippets
of target code to be generated for a given source feature or a col-
lection of features. It remains an open question as to what level
of formality of the formalization rules is required to enable a for-
malization to be codified as a traceability problem. We believe that
some notational conventions for writing the rules may be able to
simplify the demonstration that a formalization is a metamodel ho-
momorphism.

Finally, we will continue to extend our prototype tool, UBanyan,
with new modes of user interaction with traceability information.
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We believe that allowing advanced users to provide input in defin-
ing the links can improve the precision/recall of link retrieval. An
interesting question concerns whether there exist interaction tech-
niques that would enable a knowledgeable user to disambiguate a
candidate match during link retrieval, thereby allowing UBanyan to
support formalizations that are not metamodel homomorphisms.
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